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1. The Working Party examined and approved rectifications

to the authentic texts of the Geneva schedules of Belgium-

Luxemburg-Netherlands, Canadas Czechoslovakia, Pakistan and

the Republic of the United States of Indonesia, and the

Annecy schedules of Belgium-Luxemburg-Netherlands, Brazill
Canada, Czech-slovakia, United Kingdom, Denmark,

Dominican Republic, Finland, Greece, Italy, Ni'aragua and

Sweden. The rectifications were incorporated in a draft

protocol, which also includes an amendment to Annex C of the

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, and a rectification

to the First Protocol of Modifications. This was circulated

as Annex A to the Draft Report of the Working Party

(GATT/CP.4/A/3/Annex A).* The Protocol will be prepared for

signature at the close of the session.

2. The Working Party deplored the fact that Prtocols 8 and

9, replacing Schedules I and VI, and the Third Protocol of

Rectifications and the First Protocol of Modifications, all

requiring acceptance or signature by all cf the contracting

parties, had not yet entered into force because of failure

to sign or accept on the part of certain contracting parties.

The delay in entry into force of these Prctocols led the

Working Party to consider whether some other procedure could

not be adopted for giving effect to rectifications and

* Annex A is circulated separately.
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agreed modifications of the Schedules other than byProtocols
requiring unantimous signature. It came to the conclusiom,

however, that, having regard tothe provisions of Article

XXX, no alternativepreedure could be recommended to the

CONTRACTING PARTIES TheWorkingParty,however, cibsudered.
that the continuanceofthepresentstate of affairs,where

rectification protocolsdo not enter into fcrce except after

extended dealys, was a seriou impediment to theeffective

operation of the General Agreement.It felt that there was

.- ef-.re, an Ulg..ti n iaro:vid#iI contractingparties

to take action peomptyon such pmr t. o'IU; it iX: not feel

that this obligation should prove unduly oner us in that the

procedure for securing agreement on rez :.ii ati ns and

modifications gave an opportunity to alinterested con-

tracting parties to expess their views befcoe the rectifica-

tions and m odifications wereagreed upon andincluded in a

Protocol. The action thereafter required fromcontracting

parties was accordingly ofonlya formalnature and for which

no extended period of delay should be accessary.

The Working Partytherefore recommonds that the

CONTRACTING PARTIESusge (a) ;-,F,, *'tirg po.ie:Ae hieb have

not signed the .e f:ri nWCI-.ct f! c:-'.ifictic .,o. ( and

modificationsn:ix h- :,^'have not yet. crterocd in. roeo inake
arrang-mcrni;z zc :i,rc withco'lut further delay, and (b) all con-

tracting ?)^;c1.e.to sign the F ii0.<h t' .A, ci,. f 1:(~c'if.ic-tions

at t.he clos i: of this session at Generaifpossible and,if

not, at theHeadque: LB o' tile United Nations asseen as

possible thereafter.

The Working Party further recommendsthat the executive

Sccretary be instructed topresent aspecial repert to the

Fifth Session on the status of protocols of rectifications
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and modifications, including any proposals for expediting

the entry into force of any such protocols which are still

not yet in force at that date, and meanwhile to take such

action as he may deem appropriate to this objective:

3. With regard to new Schedules XXI of the Republic of

the United States of Indonesia, the Working Party recommends,
in order to avoid any difficulties that might arise if the

Protocol had not entered into effect before the beginning of

the tariff negotiations, that the Contracting Parties

adopt a Declaration concerning these Schedules. A draft

Declaration is attached.

4. At the request of the Contracting Parties, the Wcrking

Party also examined the modifications to Schedules XXVIII

(Italy) and XXII (Denmark) (see documents GATT/CP/26 and

CP/51) The Working Party considered that the method

hitherto employed, of circulating a notification of the

proposed modification with the advice that provided no

objections were lodged within thirty days the modification

would become effective at the close of the thirty day period,

was satisfactory The Working Party considered it unneces-

sary to incorporate modifications so agreed upon in a formal

Protocol, particularly since the difficulty of obtaining

acceptance by all the contracting parties might result in

such a protocol's not entering into effect and thus cast

doubt on modifications which had already been agreed ton

Consequently, these modifications have not been incorporated

in a Protocol The Working Party suggests that Contracting

Parties take note that no objections were lcdged to the

modifications mentioned above and consequently the modifica-

tions to both Schedules will become effective on the day

those Schedules enter into effect,
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5. The Working Party also examined the question of what

procedure would be required to incorporate into Schedule

VI (Ceylon) the modifications to that Schedule consequent

upon the renegotiations between Ceylon and certain other

governments under paragraph 5 of Article XVIII (document

GATT/CP.3/12). The Working Party decided, in view of the

decision of the Contracting Parties of 13 August 1949, that

the release be granted "in accordance with the terms of any

agreement reached between Ceylon and the materially

affected contracting parties, subject to any limitations

which may have been agreed upon between them", and the fact

that provided no objections were received before April 29
the release would become effective on that date, that it

would be unnecessary to incorporate these changes in a

Protocol.

6: The Working Party decided that the Protocol should

contain only rectifications to the authentic texts of the

Schedules and that those to the non-authentic texts could

be covered by a simple Corrigendum. This was circulated as

Annex BWof the Draft Retpov of the Working Party. For

convenience of reference this corrigendum will be distributed

to all governments together with copies of the Protocol of

Rectifications as it is finally approved and signed;

* Annex B is circulated separately.
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ANNEX C

DECLARATION CONCERNING THE SCHEDULES RELATING TO
INDONESIA

The CONTRACTING PARTIES,
RECALLING that the Government of the Republic of the

United States of Indonesia (hereinafter referred to as

Indonesia) has become a contracting party through sponsor-

ship by the Government of the Netherlands under paragraph

4 of Article XXVI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and

Trade (hereinafter referred to as the General Agreement)
CONSIDERING that the concessions relating to Indonesia

are those contained in Section C in Parts I and II (nil)

of Schedule II annexed to the General Agreement and in

Section C in Parts I and II (nil) in Annex bofthe Annecy

Protocol of Terms of Accession to the General Agreement,

CONSIDERING that, by virtue of Indonesia becoming a

contracting party, both said Sections C of Schedules II

have in effect become separate schedules relating to

Indonesia, as set forth under the headings Schedules XXI, in

the Fourth Protocol of Rectifications to the General Agreement

and Related Protocols,

CONSIDERING that the concessions set forth in both

said Sections C of Schedules II also remain applicable to

New Guinea as sections of Schedules II,
DECLARE that, pending the entry into force of said

Fourth Protocol of Rectifications:

(1) The two Schedules XXI as set forth in said Fourth

Protocol of Rectifications shall be treated for all prac-

tical purposes, including the conduct of the tariff negc-

tiations at Torquay, as schedules relating to Indonesia, and

(2) The said Sections C shall, as provided in said

Fourth Protocol of Rectifications, remain sections of the

two Schedules II applicable to New Guinea.


